STOCK #10.1465

SPECIFICATION SHEET

Antique Bonheur du Jour, Gamichon A Paris

DESCRIPTION

DIMENSIONS

Our Stock # 10.1465
This is a French antique bonheur du jour by Jean-Baptiste Gamichon dating to c.1810.
A piece for the connoisseur, rare and sought after, this exquisite cabinet is offered to the
market in an original and gloriously unrestored condition.
Jean-Baptiste Gamichon (1760-1835) was a French cabinet maker based in Paris, working
right at the start and through the Revolution. His workshops were in rue Mauconseil and
later rue de Cl?ry, from 1790 until 1805 and Gamichon represented one of the few
remaining great, French cabinet makers in a declining industry.
...more about Jean-Baptiste Gamichon here...
This piece sits upon brass ball cup feet and is raised on tapering, circular section legs
capped with brass rings with Satinwood highlight to the corners of the frieze.
The frieze drawer opens to reveal an inset leather writing surface that further slides to
reveal a divided storage area beneath.
The table top is edge moulded in brass trim beneath a raked, mirrored drop flap
compartment above twin drawers; the working lock securing both the compartment and
drawers.
Above, a pair of drawers sit beneath a mirrored cupboard closing with a brass strip
dressing the join. Inside a single shelf divides the space with the rear of the doors
dressed with ruched silk panels.
The original mercury glass sparkles through heavy foxing in the upper mirrors (lower flap
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Max Width: 84cm (33'')
Max Depth: 51cm (20'')
Max Height: 147cm (57.75'')
Drawer Desk Height: 66cm (26")

Hele, Devon, EX5 4PW

Search London Fine for #10.1465 , or scan the QR code for more photos and details

LIST PRICE

£4,450.00
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